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1.Overview
1.1 Our mission
Our digital currency token CIC gives holders direct acces to
-a long term portfolio of digital currencies that are at least listed in the top 50 of coinmarketcap.
-a short term portfolio that will generate weekly revenues for holders of our CIC token.
-cryptocurrency mining.
Investing in cryptocurrencies can be challenging and risky and the market is very volatile. Our project
CIT and the launch of our public token CIC is offering an easy way to enter in this rapidly growing market.
We want to create a way for everyone to invest in cryptocurrencies in the safest and easiest way possible.
By diversifying our holdings over multiple assets and mining of bitcoin and other currencies we can create
A much less volatile opportunity within the very volatile crypto market.

1.2 Platform
The CIT currency, CIC, will be developed on the Ethereum platform and will be distributed the first quarter of 2018.
All transactions and events can be tracked via EtherScan.

1.3 Participating in our project
During our crowd sale contributors will be rewarded in CIT units. First quarter of 2018 contributors will receive their
CIC token on a 1/1 scale. Contributors will receive 1 CIC coin for every CIT unit they hold in our program. CIC tokens will
be publicly tradable starting in first quarter of 2018.
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1.4 Purpose of CIT units and CIC token

1.4.1 CIT units
All contributors will first receive CIT units. The amount of CIT units a contributor holds, determines the weekly and monthly
revenue he will receive.
-25% of our weekly trading profits will be distributed to contributors on a weekly basis. This weekly return will be paid in bitcoin
and will be automatically paid into the contributors BTC account. Contributors can withdraw this weekly revenues to their
personal BTC wallet or they can use their revenues to buy more units to increase their weekly revenue.
-25% of our mining profits will be distributed to contributors on a monthly basis. Similar like the weekly trading revenues all
revenues will be paid directly into the contributors BTC account. Same as their trading revenues contributors can withdraw their
Revenues directly to their personal wallet or use to buy more CIC units

1.4.2 CIC token
Our CIC token will act as a safe haven in the extreme volatile crypto market. Beside our coin will have an exchange value as soon
as it is listed on external trading platforms, CIC will have a real value at any time. The real value of CIC will be determined by our
trading portfolio, our long term portfolio and our mining activities.
Even if the exchange value of our token drops to 0 we as a company will be able to buy back coins at any time. Because our real value
is 100% asset backed we have the funds to buy back coins if holders want to quit our project and take back their money.
Holders of our CIC token that want to quit our project will have the opportunity to sell back their tokens to CIT if they meet the conditions
that will be explained in this white paper.
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2.How do we back CIC coin?
2.1. Main goal
The core of our holdings backing the value of our token will be the long-term holding portfolio. Every other activity serves to
support this core. To build a stable and safe basis for the value of our token is to diversify our holding over as much different
assets as possible.
Diversifying our holdings over multiple different assets allows us ti invest in the entire volatile crypto market without the risk of
Betting on a single coin and avoid all the hassle of holding coins from different exchanges or in different wallets.
The main goal of CIT is to manage an index fund of coins that are listed in the top 50 of the coinmarketcap or coins that are ranked
lower but already have proven to have a good project, development team and a good vision.
In this way we avoid all the hassle of keeping many coins on different wallets, the need to put money into mining or to spent time on
trading yourself.
By holding just 1 token, our CIC token, you will be involved in all this different crypto opportunities.
Holding CIC means:

-you hold 30+ different cryptocurrencies.
-you are involved in BTC, ETH and other currency mining
-you are involved in crypto trading.
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2.1 Long term holding

The biggest concern of our long term holding is to stay a balanced portfolio. As soon as the ICO period ends we study the current
top 50 of coinmarketcap to determine what assets we are going to add to our portfolio. We only add high quality coins to our
portfolio that have a proven history. Everyone knows there are also currencies in top 50 that which values are determined by the so
called ‘lending’ based ICO programs or that are in hands of pump and dump groups. This coins will not be added into our long-term
portfolio.
80% of our long-term holding will consist coins that are listed in the top 50. The other 20% will consist coins that dropped out of the 50
But have a good and solid background or coins that have a very good potential.
This portfolio will be monitored on a daily basis and will be rebalanced if necessary. Rebalancing can occur in 2 ways.

-We can rebalance the portfolio internally. If there are new coins climbing in the top 50 or others falling out of the top 50 we can

Rebalance the portfolio at any time buy selling several assets and buy into new assets.
-The second way of rebalancing will automatically happen on a weekly basis. At the end of every week 50% of the generated trading
revenues will be added to the long-term holding portfolio. Our team will study the portfolio and the current coinmarketcap rank to
determine how the trading profits will be diversified.

So rebalancing is crucial to stay a stable and healthy index portfolio. We evaluate and use several different indicators to determine which
Coins to add to our holding or to exclude from our holdings. One of the keys is that a single coin can never cover more than 10% of the
total holdings
Beside the rebalancing being crucial to maintain a healthy holding we have another very powerful tool that will give our holding a boost.
the value of our token will be determined by the growth of value of the different assets that are backing our token. But another very important
thing is to expand the volume of this holding. From this point our other activities step into the front.
Our trading and mining activities will contribute a certain percentage of their weekly and monthly profits to our long-term holding portfolio.
By doing this our holdings value will not only grow by the elevation of our assets but also by expanding the volume of our holdings on
A weekly and monthly basis.
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2.3 Short-term holdings

Our main goal is to create a safe and stable opportunity within the volatile crypto market. But on the other side our opinion is
That we also have to take advantage of this volatility.
A certain percentage of the raised funds will be used for short term crypto trading. We do not claim to have a super robot or algorithm
that does the trading for us and generates guaranteed profits. By the end of the ICO we will have a team of experienced traders that
will monitor and trade our portfolio on a daily basis.
How will we manage the trading?
We do not speculate on trades that bring 10-20-30% or more in one trade. Our traders will use different strategies to generate 0.5 to 2%
on every trade. We have been testing this strategies for several months and they are very efficient and powerful. On several days
we managed one trader to close 75-100 trades with an average profit of 1%. And by compounding our profits and use it for more trades
our balances grew much faster instead of always chasing 20-30% profitable trades.
On the other hand if you have a big amount available for trading you can influence several market completely on your own. This is also
something we want to benefit from. Beside our regular team of traders we will also have a trader that is specialized in influencing markets.
He will have a certain amount to work with and to put buy and/or sell walls to influence the direction of the market and in that way take
bigger profits.
Allocation of our trading funds:

-75% of the available funds is reserved for our regular trading team for taking as much small profits as possible.
-25% of the available funds is reserved for our trader that is going to use our buy and sell wall strategy to take bigger profits on a trade.

Trading profits allocation:

-50% of the weekly trading profits will be used as a weekly revenue for our contributors. Contributors will be rewarded accorded to
the amount of CIT units they hold in our platform.
- 50% of the weekly profits will be added to our long-term holdings to be able to expand our holdings on a consistent weekly basis.
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2.4 Mining
2.4.1 Our intentions
The main goal of our mining activities is to expand our long-term holding in a passive way. By mining we create bitcoin or other
currencies that aren’t in circulation yet. So this literary is expanding our holdings in a passive way.
Mining operations change several times a year. Difficulty increases go up, block rewards decrease. So the most important is that our
mining activities stay as profitable as possible. Because of that we will spread our mining activities over Bitcoin, Ethereum and several
profitable alt coins.
At this moment bitcoin mining is very profitable because of its explosive growth in value. But profitability can change any minute because
Value drops, difficulty increase, block rewards decrease. So just like in our long term holding strategy our strategy is to diversify of as
Much different assets as possible and to reinvest our profits to create a compounding effect
Example:
We start mining Bitcoin and this gives us an x amount of return on a monthly basis.
-> 25% of the mining profits will be distributed as a monthly revenue to our contributors.
-> The other 75% allocation will be determined on a monthly basis depending on the current mining situations. We have several options
-> full 75% reinvested to expand bitcoin mining capacity
-> partially reinvested in bitcoin mining and partially in ethereum or alt coin mining
-> partially reinvested in mining and partially added to our long term holding portfolio

We will be assisted by advisors and experts in mining to decide what coins we will mine and how we will diversify our funds we can spent
on mining.
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2.4.1 Which companies will we use for mining?
We have been looking around for several opportunities and decided what companies we will work with as soon
as we are going to commence with our mining activities.
Bitcoin mining.
For bitcoin mining we will use the services of www.bitfury.com . We specifically have been looking at their blockbox product.
Blockbox details:
The BlockBox AC is one of the first mobile Bitcoin mining units that has the scale of a full-size data center, allowing for easy access
to the Bitcoin network. For the first time, Bitcoin mining can be readily purchased at petahash-scale.

Key Features
One of the most powerful and cost-efficient Bitcoin mining units available on the market, with up to 7.5PH/s of
compute power served through Bitfury’s unique 16nm ASIC.
A complete, self-contained bitcoin mining solution, housed with Bitfury’s innovative air cooling systems in a
40-foot marine container.
Custom built, installed and managed 24/7 by our expert engineering team.
Easy and swift set-up, requiring only a suitable and affordable power source and internet access.
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Ethereum and alt coin mining
For our ETH and other mining we will use the services of www.ethmining.co.za. They are based in South Africa and by the advantages
of low electricity costs, their algorithm to mine the most profitable coins and the ability to switch coins whenever you want with a simple
push on 1 button
Their introduction:
ETH MINING is one of the leading companies in the GPU rig manufacturing space. We build some of the best quality GPU rigs and
provide our customers with a world class service. ETH MINING employs only the best people in the space. Between us we have
manufactured thousands of GPU rigs and know the smallest details about what makes a GPU rig reliable. ETHMINING builds non-server
racked GPU rigs as well as providing many manufacturers with cases for their own rigs.

ETH MINING offers a range of GPU rigs. We can build rigs with or without cases and of varying sizes and hashing speeds. Our rigs are
built with the RX 470 GPUs. The below hash rates show the hash rates of our rigs on Ethereum. Earnings are higher when using these
cards when dual mining or by using our algorithm that mines the most profitable altcoin. We can configure our rigs to mine pretty much
any altcoin.
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2.4.3 Allocation of mining profits
The allocation of our mining profits will be determined differently every month depending on the current situation
Option 1

25%
- 25% monthly revenue towards contributors
- 25% added to our long-term holdings
- 50% reinvested in extra mining capacity

50%
25%

Option 2

25%
- 75% reinvested in extra mining capacity
- 25% monthly revenue towards contributors

75%
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3. CIC token
There will be 30.000.000 CIT units available, so also 30.000.000 CIC tokens will be available. It will utilize 8 decimals precision due to
The long term growth potential. Its real value is derived from the underlying cryptocurrencies in the long term holding, value
Of the trading balance and the value of our mining activities. The real value is expected to fluctuate with the markets value of the underlying
assets.
3.1 CIC value
CIC will have 2 different prices at any given time
First we have the real value the is 100% asset back by our holdings and activities.
Real value CIC=

Value long term holding + short term holding + value mining activities
___________________________________________________________________
Total amount of CIC in circulation

Speculative value: CIC will have a speculative value from the moment we launch CIC on publicly trading platforms. On those platforms
Price will be determined by supply and demand.

But if we use our common sense the speculative value will never go below the real 100% asset backed value. Normally token holders will
Not sell their tokens for a lower price than our index price.

To avoid our token gets dumped and holders loose money we will build in a buy back option into our platform. Holders can use this option
To sell back their tokens to the company at the current index price at time of selling.
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3.2 What happens with unsold tokens?
All unsold tokens during the ICO will be added to the remaining amount of tokens. This tokens will stay available for purchase
At any time.
Everyone will have the possibility to buy CIC tokens as long as our total amount of 30.000.000 tokens aren’t sold. Tokens can be
Purchased in our CIT project.
Under no circumstance CIT will dump remaining tokens on public exchanges because this would lead to a crash of the speculative
Value. This is something we want to avoid at any time. Unsold CIC will be part of the long term holding as long they are not bought
on our CIT platform. In this way unsold tokens contribute to the value of our holdings as well. So for us it has no use to dump a single
token on the public exchange because it will have a direct effect on the value of our index price.

3.3 Buy back option
This option will be build into our CIT platform the 1st of June 2018.
Only holders who received their CIC tokens by contributing into our CIT platform will be able to benefit from this option.
Reasons why we do this?
-We only want to guarantee the persons that contributed to the backed funds supporting our value to benefit from the buy back option.
-In this way we want to stimulate holders to keep their tokens as long as possible which will have a positive effect on its market price.
-We don’t buy back tokens from someone who doesn’t hold CIT units. Only tokens backed by our CIT units will be publicly in circulation.
When a persons wants to sell his coins back to us but doesn’t have CIT units backing the coins he wants to sell back we can’t take
money out of our holdings because the person who sold his tokens still has his CIT units which generate revenues. We can’t buy back
tokens that still are generating revenues in our CIT program.
So that is why buy back option of our token will only be possible through our CIT platform.
Contributors that hold CIT units can only sell back an amount of tokens that is lower or equal to the amount of CIT he holds in his account.
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3.4 security

Many parts of the source code are password and address protected. . The ability to change the password access to the contract also exists for routine
security updates or if the team feels threatened at any time. In order to ensure that our token provides the most value to the participants, the CIC token
address will not be distributed until the end of the crowd sale. Our team is taking every possible precaution in order to maintain the integrity of the
Token , the index, and the participants in our crowd sale.

3.5 Mining.
No one can mine CIC token and there will be no new tokens created after the 30.000.000 has been reached.

4. CIT program
Our CIT program is an additional bonus on top of the CIC tokens contributors receive for participating.
Our CIT program offers everyone that became a member of our platform and purchased CIT units a weekly and monthly
passive revenue.
This program consists 3 ways of earning:

-there is an affiliate program build in the platform. You can earn commissions by introducing new contributors to our project

10% of raised funds will be used to support this affiliate program.
-Contributors that purchased CIT units will receive a WEEKLY return on our trading profits. 50% of the profits we generate will
be transferred to members accounts in BTC. Members can withdraw their revenues or reinvest in more CIT units. We don’t offer
A fixed weekly revenue. It will fully depend on the results of our traders.
-Contributors that purchased CIT units will receive a MONTHLY revenue on our mining profits. 25% of our mining profits will be
Shared with our members. Members will receive this revenue on a monthly basis and will be calculated on the amount of CIT units
He holds.

ONLY PERSONS THAT RECEIVED CIC TOKENS BY SIGNING UP FOR THE CIT PROGRAM WILL RECEIVE A WEEKLY AND MONTHLY
PASSIVE REVENUE ON HIS INVESTED AMOUNT!!!!!
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5. ICO initial coin offering
ICO details
Total supply
ICO
Crowd sale stages: stage 1
stage 2
stage 3
stage 4
stage 5
stage 6

30.000.000
7.500.000
750.000 @ 0.80$
750.000 @ 0.85$
1.000.000 @ 0.90$
1.000.000 @ 0.95$
2.000.000 @ 1.00$
2.000.000 @ 1.10$

Crowd sale starts
Crowd sale ends

January 15th 2017
not defined

Contribution available in.

BTC BCH LTC ETH DASH

Unsold tokens will be added to the remaining 22.500.000 and will stay available for sale in our CIT platform
Expected value a after ICO

1.2$

Raised funds allocation: - 10% for supporting the affiliate program
- 90% to support the value of our token
-45% short term trading portfolio
-45% divided over long term holdings and mining activities

10%
45%
45%
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6. Expenses.
As you probably noticed we do not take any of the raised funds for expenses like marketing, team bonuses,
Development.
Our personal option is that we must keep as much raised funds as possible for investing in the crypto market.
To cover our expenses and company earnings we charge a 1 time fee of 25$ to members that join the CIT program.
This fee will be deducted before a member is able to withdraw any of his revenues or referral commissions.
And beside the fee we also purchased CIT units just like a regular member does. We also paid for our CIT units just like a regular
Member. We are not rewarding ourselves with free token because it would affect the value of the tokens in circulation.

All expenses we have for this project will be paid with earnings from the fees and from earning we generate in the CIT program
And by holding our own CIC tokens.
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7. Transparency
As a company we want to be as transparent as possible with all our contributors
Long term holdings:
We will display our Long term holding portfolio in a public link that every member can verify at any given time
Short term trading holdings:
We will publish trading results on a very regular basis.
We will publish videos that give people a view behind the scenes and see our traders at work.
Mining activities:
We will share all agreements we close with every mining provider.
We will publish all profits from our trading on a monthly basis.
We will post videos when visiting our mining locations.
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8. Team and company details
Company details: official post address
71-75 Shelton Street, Covent Garden, London, WC2H 9JQ, United Kingdom
(temporary until all needed documents for Spanish incorporation are ready, approved and regulated)
Official Spanish office will be published soon.
Team
KEVIN ORBAN, director of cit-world ltd and founder of www.cryptoindextoken.com
Kevin has his BA in economic science and has lots of experience as a business owner. During previous
4-5 years Kevin build up a lot of experience in marketing and cryptocurrencies. After moving to Spain he quit
All his offline businesses and started fulltime as cryptocurrency trader and investor.
Kevin will be managing the financial part and manage and support the trading team.

TONY KIPPER, director of cit-world ltd and co-owner of www.cryptoindextoken.com
This is Tony’s first experience as director and co-owner. But this he makes up very well with his experience
As a team leader. Tony has all the capacities to motivate and support his team to push them to the limit.
As an experienced marketeer and involved into cryptocurrencies for many years he is the right person to have on board
To grow our business

At this moment we are working with a lot of freelancers and are now preparing everything for the release of the actual token in first quarter
Of 2018. As soon as our team is fully composed we will publish everyone.
For blockchain, mining related subjects we are working together with the owner of ethmine.co.za. He advises us about all the necessary
Things needed to run our project and mining operations.
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9. Roadmap

January 15th 2017

start crowd sale

end crowd sale

as long as necessary

Quarter 1 2018

January 15st start of CIT revenue program

Quarter 2 2018

Distribution of actual CIC token
Launch CIC on at least 1 external trading platform
Start our mining activities

Quarter 3 2018

applying to get listed on more exchanges
Listed on coinmarketcap

June 1st

unlock the buy back option

Quarter 4 2018-….

Introduce our own crypto debet cards
Build out a merchant platform
Introduce our own websites where you can spent CIC for the offered services
Gaming, gambling, poker, shopping, travel,….
AND most important continuously expanding our holdings and improving our
activities to take full advantage and provide our members with the best returns as
Possible

10. Summary
Participate in our crowd sale through our CIT platform and receive CIC tokens first quarter of 2018

- hold CIC coins or trade them on external exchanges
- Receive a weekly passive revenue on our trading profits according to the amount of CIT units you hold
- Receive a monthly passive revenue on our mining profits according to the amount of CIT units you hold
CIC value determined by

- long term holding based on the top 50 currencies listed on coinmarketcap
- Short term trading in our short term holding trading accounts
- Mining BTC, ETH and other currencies.
THIS ACTIVITIES WILL CREATE A SNOWBALL EFFECT. OUR HOLDINGS, MINING CAPACITY AND TRADING CAPACITY
WILL START EXPANDING FASTER AND FASTER IN TIME. IN THIS WAY WE GIVE OUR TOKEN A REAL VALUE FROM THE
FIRST MINUTE AFTER GOING PUBLIC.
THE VALUE OF OUR TOKEN WILL INCREASE WITHOUT ANY HUMAN INTERFERENCE AND MAKES US THE VERY FIRST
SELF SUSTAINABLE TOKEN.
Not satisfied.
Members that received CIC on top of their CIT units contribution have the ability to sell back their tokens to the company at
The current index price of the token.

OUR ADVICE: Hold your CIC because like we told earlier. Our activities have a snowball effect and the real value of our token
Will start increasing faster and faster in time without human interference.

11. Expected services
During our future developments we are not only going to keep aiming on only increasing CIC we value.
We also want to build our own CIC environment.
Our goals:
-Launch our own debet cards where you can upload CIC and other crypto currencies.
-Launch our own cloudmining service where people can exclusively join by purchasing hash power with CIC
-Launch several online and offline projects where people can spent their CIC on the offered services.

